1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.

5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session.

- 5+++ Great job @ keeping everyone engaged. You are a great presenter! 😊
- Awesome! Thank you for providing your talk on how to make these conversations meaningful & progressive.
- Best presentation that I have attended! Actually, the session was even better than the description, which was great! Excellent-+very interesting and informative.
- Excellent & very informative, ENGAGING!!!!
- Excellent presentation—great take aways.
- Excellent, informative, appreciated the fact + evidence-based content infused with a humorous but well-considered critical interpretation of Star Wars in talking about UDL + ACCESS.
- Good job again! UDL rocks!
- Good session. Thanks for the online content.
- Great – we’d love to have him come to WAPED (Wash. State).
- Great session, appreciate the frame of how to “sell” this to campus leaders in compelling way. Very engaging speaker. One note: I was appreciative that you asked for permission to high-five (modeling consent!) but then the joke about pepper spray diminished it. Consent is super important to model always but esp for people who many have additional reasons to not wish to engage in physical contact.
- I’m just going to say it: fucking awesome!
- Love the Star Wars theme and mustach[e]. “Work for progress not perfection.”
- Very engaging + fun. Appreciated the intersectional perspective—UDL benefits many.
- Very helpful in beginning to think about how to adapt UDL @ our university.
- You are walking the talk.